(Use MI graph to list Strengths and Opportunities and then write a paragraph about your
areas of strengths and opportunities, things you like and dislike, where you see yourself
in the future, and whether or not you liked writing the paragraph. Place all information
on the front of a 5x8 index card.)
Profile Model

Julie Sprague
Strengths: Word, Art/Space, People, Music, Nature
Opportunities: Math/Logic, Self, Body
I love to write and create crafty items. I would rather work in a group or a pair
and love to use music to show my moods. I do not like math and would rather be writing
and essay than doing solving problems. I love animals but can't keep all the species
straight. I have a beautiful garden but I sometimes pull flowers instead of weeds. I hate
being outdoors except during the winter. I can write fabulous plays in rhyme but despise
poetry. I love to read and look up new words. I am 100% word smart and 10% body
smart. I have broken my nose, ankles, toes, elbow and I spill on myself almost every
time I eat. I love to draw but am not a Picasso. Some people call me the "idea lady" and
I once had someone tell me that I could make a lesson about hangnails sound exciting. I
wish I could really sing, like professionals, but for now I just love music, any kind, any
style. I enjoy being a teacher right now and would love to have my own bookstore or a
dinner theatre some day. I loved writing this paragraph!
(Place these three categories on the back side of the card and use Multiple Intelligence
Task Sheet to fill each section.)
Tasks that "show me off": (tasks you enjoy doing and can do well on)
magazine article, audio tape, journal, test/quiz, storytelling, dramatic reading, bulletin
board, video, power point presentation, wax museum, interview, theme park attraction,
rap, choral reading, background music, name that tune
Tasks that "buck me up": (tasks you would like to try if graded for only pass/fail)
report, simulations, center, field trips - indoor, Venn diagrams, time lines, power point
presentations, compare to an animal, photo layout, essays, editorial, knowledge cube
Tasks to stay away from: (tasks you would never want to choose)
poetry, thinking puzzles, story problems, analogies, outlines, outdoor activities, sports,
labs, illustrations, sing along, debate, classify, logic games, worksheets
Other ideas I have: (tasks that you know about that are not listed on the task sheet)
calendar, flash cards, museum exhibit, web page

